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Abstract
Models of human decision making and learning may benefit from being implemented in cognitively-inspired, dynamic frameworks. This paper describes one
such framework built on a hybrid dynamical system, which models agent cognition as the continuous evolution of cognitive elements with occasional discrete
changes in patterns of behavior. Cognitive elements are beliefs, desires, and intentions, from the Belief-Desire-Intention theory of human rationality, along with
ground concepts and sequencing intentions. Continuous dynamics of the hybrid
system result from changes in element activation levels; activation can spread to
related elements over links in a neurologically-inspired spreading activation network. This hybrid system performs decision making by selecting new patterns of
behavior when activation levels of elements reach certain configurations, and performs learning by strengthening spreading activation links between elements. This
system is capable of representing long-term sequences of actions, or plans, as well
as dynamically replanning by selecting new actions when environmental changes
make old action sequences undesirable. In simulations of the model, agents navigated grid world environments while dynamically selecting goals and actions to
fulfill those goals, and autonomously learned associations between people and
places in their environments.

CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Humans are dynamic creatures that perform decision making and learning in
complex, stochastic environments. People select current actions, plan for future
actions, and develop associations between elements of their environment continuously through time. Artificial Intelligence (AI) seeks to formalize these kinds
of behaviors in autonomous agents, such as robots or simulated characters [53].
Agents that act like humans can be used to model human behaviors, for instance
as non-player characters in video games or as individuals in crowd simulations.
Such agents can also interact with humans in realistic ways, for instance as robot
tour guides or intelligent tutoring systems.
Agents that act in real world environments (whether actual or simulated) may
benefit from being implemented with a framework that can model dynamic behavior. This paper describes such an AI framework built on a hybrid dynamical
system, using theories from Psychology, Neuroscience, and Philosophy to implement decision making and learning. Specifically, this framework applies the BeliefDesire-Intention theory to a reactive agent architecture in a novel way, using a
spreading activation network to enable continuous cognitive dynamics. Agents implemented with the framework described here navigate their environments while
dynamically selecting goals and ways to achieve those goals. With this model,
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agents can represent plans for future goals, and can learn associations between
aspects of their world that frequently co-occur.
The work discussed in this paper draws from a number of subareas in Computer
Science, Cognitive Psychology, Neuroscience and Philosophy in an attempt to
implement human-like cognitive processes in dynamic, autonomous agents. This
chapter provides some background about these fields.

1.1. Cognitive Modeling
Models for realistic agent behavior often attempt to formalize human actions.
For instance, imagine a father who must mail a letter at the post office and
pick up his child from school by 3pm. The father sets out by car toward the post
office, but he encounters heavy traffic along the way. As he sits in his idling car,
he begins to feel more and more pressure to pick up his child on time; eventually,
the pressure is so intense that he pulls out of traffic, turns around, and heads
toward the school instead, resolving to mail the letter later that afternoon.
Next, picture a child who is led by a caregiver to a post office where the
child’s mother works. Although the child typically stays close to the caregiver on
their walks, she runs directly toward her mother when she sees her, regardless of
the caregiver’s location. Over many visits, the child learns to associate the post
office with seeing her mother, and she begins running to the presumed location
of her mother when this location comes into view, without having to see the
corresponding person.
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In the first example, the father employed planning to determine sequences
of future actions, such as going to the post office and then the school, and dynamically replanned when his environment differed from his expectations. In the
second example, the child learned associations between two elements of her environment, people and the places they were found, over many exposures to these
elements being simultaneously present.
The model described in this paper formalizes these two types of behaviors,
decision making and learning, using ideas from Cognitive Science. Cognitive Science and AI are mutually supportive areas of study: Cognitive Science attempts
to understand human mental functions like perception, memory, reasoning, and
learning, using a variety of tools including psychological experimentation and
computer modeling [62]; AI builds intelligent computational entities, like robots
and animated characters, which may be based on knowledge about human cognition [53]. Models of human thought from Cognitive Science can benefit from
the rigor required for formalization in computer simulations, while computer implementations of intelligent behaviors can benefit from models of human thought.
This paper focuses on the latter: a framework for intelligent agents inspired by
theories about human decision making and learning.

1.1.1. Embodied Agents. An agent is an entity that can be seen as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon that environment through
actuators [53]. For instance, software agents take inputs from keyboards, mice,
and webcams, and produce output on screens or by sending information across
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networks. Human agents have eyes and ears as sensors to perceive visual and
auditory features of their environments, and mouths and hands as actuators to
act upon those environments.
Embodied agents are particular kinds of agents situated in (possibly simulated)
physical environments, usually with the capacity to navigate those environments.
Robots and online game avatars are embodied agents; online shopping bots and
expert decision making aids, which have no presence in a physical environment,
are not. Embodied agents may be implemented with biologically-inspired mechanisms to make them more realistic and adaptive in complex or dynamic environments. For instance, in military training simulations where human beings fight
computerized opponents, it is important that opponent agents act in a realistic
manner [47]; implementing these opponents with psychological models of behavior
improves realism and hence the simulations’ effectiveness.
This paper describes the design and implementation of embodied agents, similar to the father and child agents in the examples above, that navigate complex city
environments, selecting target locations and paths toward those targets dynamically. Agents in this model are based on psychological and neurological theories
of human decision making and learning, which allow simulation of realistic human
behaviors.

1.1.2. Beliefs, desires, intentions. The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) theory is a popular view of human decision making that has been applied to a variety
of intelligent agents (see Chapter 2 for some examples). Based on Bratman’s ideas
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about intentions and plans [13] and formalized by Rao and Georgeff [50], BDI
proposes three mental components that are involved in decision making: beliefs,
or knowledge about the world; desires, or goals within the world; and intentions,
or commitments to existing goals. To paraphrase an example from Bratman:
Suppose a person has the belief that the cafeteria is selling milkshakes today,
and the desire to have a milkshake, but also the desire to lose weight and the
intention to be on a diet. Accounting for all of these elements, this person will
not purchase a milkshake today, in order to fulfill the intention of dieting, despite
the desire for milkshakes. BDI is an intuitive framework in which to implement
agent decision making, because the components in BDI, namely beliefs, desires,
and intentions, are used naturally by people when describing their actions and
reasons for actions [47].
Agents in the model described by this paper are implemented with beliefs,
desires, and intentions to guide action selection. Based on the state of these
components, agents make decisions about which goals to pursue (e.g., pick up a
child from school, mail a letter, or simply explore the surrounding environment)
and what path to navigate to fulfill those goals.

1.1.3. Decision making. Decision making, the act of selecting from among
options, has been studied extensively in Psychology [10] and Artificial Intelligence [53]. In the work described here, decision making occurs in a navigation
domain and involves selection of target locations and of routes to navigate to those
targets.
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One Artificial Intelligence architecture for decision making, reactive systems,
proposes frameworks in which sophisticated behaviors arise from simple reactions
to environmental stimuli [15]. Reactive models typically apply sense-act rules
that pair specific environmental inputs with low-level behaviors; intelligence arises
from interactions between low-level behaviors and the environment [9]. Since
knowledge is not represented explicitly, these systems have been criticized for not
being able to represent long-term sequences of actions [61].
The decision making framework described by this paper can be seen as a reactive system because behaviors are closely coupled to environmental state: Actions
are performed immediately in response to environmental stimuli, without explicit
deliberation about which behaviors to perform (see Chapter 4 for more details).
However, this system allows for future-directed decision making by representing
elements of decision making (beliefs, desires, and intentions) explicitly, and is thus
an extension of traditional reactive systems.

1.1.4. Learning. Learning is the encoding of information gathered from current experiences and the retrieval and application of this information in appropriate future situations. One neurological theory of learning proposed by Hebb [32]
suggests that information is encoded in the interactions among of groups of neurons. Neurons are said to “fire” when their membranes depolarize; these cells then
spread electrochemical signals to other neurons across synaptic pathways, which
may cause these neurons to fire as well. According to Hebb, learning occurs when
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groups of neurons simultaneously fire, encoding information permanently by forming additional structures to facilitate transfer of electrochemical energy. This idea
of spreading electrochemical energy, or activation, has remained central in the
neuroscience of learning.
In the learning model described here, Hebb’s neural collections are abstracted
into concepts, nodes in a network over which activation spreads by passing among
connected concepts. Agents learn to associate two concepts—a location and a
person—over repeated simultaneous perceptions of the location and the person.
This learning occurs in a similar way to Hebb’s neural encoding, by strengthening
the connections between simultaneously active concepts, so that more activation
can spread between them. Once learned, activation of one concept will activate another concept by spreading energy over the strengthened connection; the
first concept will effectively bring the second concept “to mind” (see Chapter 5).
Agents in the model, therefore, learn associations between concepts in neurologically inspired ways.

1.2. Computational Framework
Humans act in continuous environments: Time is ongoing, instead of passing
in discrete steps, and objects move fluidly through the world, rather than moving
from one place to another instantaneously. Additionally, human mental processes
can be seen as continuous: According to continuity of mind theory [60], the
mind is a complex, dynamic system moving constantly through high-dimensional
state space. The model described here can simulate dynamic decision making and
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learning in continuous environments by virtue of its underlying computational
architecture, a hybrid dynamical system.

1.2.1. Hybrid Dynamical Systems. Hybrid dynamical systems (hybrid
systems for short) are systems with both continuous and discrete dynamics [66].
These systems can be seen as situated in a multi-dimensional space representing
possible system configurations, with a set of modes that specify how the system
flows through the space. Hybrid systems evolve according to dynamics dictated
by the current mode, until reaching particular predefined state configurations that
cause discrete jumps to other locations in state space and into new modes, which
may describe new continuous system dynamics.
In the model described by this paper, continuous parts of the hybrid system are beliefs, desires, and intentions (as well as other elements, described in
Chapter 3), whose dynamics are governed by differential equations determined
by modes. These modes, the discrete parts of the hybrid system, are “states
of mind,” clusters or patterns of behaviors that can be naturally grouped, such
as exploring, hurrying, mailing a letter, and so on. Therefore, elements of BDI
change continuously over time, but the system may have discrete jumps between
states-of-mind depending on configurations of these elements.

1.2.2. Benefits of hybrid systems. Hybrid systems have arbitrary precision for system variables and display real-time responsiveness to environmental
changes, which make them powerful tools for modeling human cognitive systems in
which continuous mental processes are paired with discrete physical actions [60].
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Representing cognitive elements as continuous functions eliminates the need
to impose artificial limits on levels of detail at which elements can be described,
and so allows arbitrarily precise evaluation of elements. One good metaphor [1]
explains levels of detail in terms of building a house:

Imagine a house being built for a client who doesn’t yet know what
shape the house should be. On a more typical job, with the blueprint
fully known in advance, a construction supervisor might buy bricks
of a certain size, such as two feet in length, and build the foundation
from these bricks. On this atypical job, however, no matter what
size of brick a supervisor might choose in advance, the client might
always later demand fine details, such as curves, tight angles, smallsided figures, or other such features, for which the selected size of
brick is simply too large. Indeed, there is no single size of brick that
can be fully adaptive or responsive to all potential client demands—
the client could always want finer detail than the chosen size of brick
could readily accommodate.

Explicit symbolic representations of elements in the world are “two-foot bricks,”
restricting adaptivity of systems by imposing predefined scales at which to view
changes. In contrast, representing elements continuously, as in this model, allows any level of detail to be extracted from information about the world. See
Chapter 4 for more about representations in this model.
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Action selection occurs dynamically in this hybrid systems framework through
a tight coupling of environmental stimuli and behaviors. Transitions between
discrete modes, which represent behaviors, are taken when constraints on the
system state are met. Therefore, actions are performed as soon as the system
necessitates them, without explicit or symbolic deliberation. Chapter 3 describes
the action selection mechanism in this system.
1.3. Paper Overview
The following chapters describe a cognitively-inspired hybrid systems framework for dynamic decision making and learning. Chapter 2 discusses some past
research in related fields including Hybrid Systems, Cognitive Psychology, and Artificial Intelligence. The model itself is described in detail in Chapter 3. Chapters 4
and 5 explain how decision making and learning, respectively, are implemented in
the model. Chapter 6 gives details about the implementation as well as simulations demonstrating the functioning model. Chapter 7 provides a discussion and
ideas for future work.

CHAPTER 2

Related Work
The project described in this paper is a novel combination of ideas from various fields: decision making and navigation frameworks for autonomous agents
from Artificial Intelligence, hybrid systems models of real-time phenomena from
Systems Engineering, and theories of human decision making and learning from
Psychology and Philosophy. This chapter highlights related research from each of
these areas.

2.1. Agent Architectures
One central concern of Artificial Intelligence is how to design agents that perform well in stochastic, nondeterministic environments; that is, environments that
may change unexpectedly, in which agent behaviors cannot be guaranteed to have
particular results [53]. Such concerns are addressed by general architectures as
well as by specific constructs for decision making and navigation.

2.1.1. Reactive architectures. Reactive systems operate in complex, dynamic, uncertain environments by tightly coupling agents’ perceptions with behaviors [9]. These systems avoid error-prone, time-consuming construction of world
models and explicit abstract representations of knowledge by using a set of senseact rules that determine particular behaviors in response to specific environmental
12
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stimuli. Sophisticated high-level behaviors may emerge from these low-level reactions to environments. Reactive systems are often biologically inspired; according
to Rodney Brooks:

Real biological systems are not rational agents that take inputs,
compute logically, and produce outputs. They are a mess of
many mechanisms working in various ways, out of which emerges
the behavior that we observe and rationalize [15, pg. 14].

This viewpoint is echoed in dynamic systems theory, discussed in section 2.3.2.
One reactive system, the subsumption architecture [14], uses layers of control
made up of fairly simple computational machines that work to fulfill individual
goals concurrently. This architecture, and other reactive systems, stand in contrast to deliberative systems, traditional top-down approaches for building intelligent agents. Deliberative systems are based on a sense-plan-act paradigm [9] and
explicit symbolic knowledge representation (for a canonical example, see [45]).
The model described in this paper is a type of reactive system because agent
actions are closely coupled to environmental stimuli. As described in Chapters 3
and 4, actions in this hybrid systems framework are selected by entering modes.
Transitions into modes are based on activations on system state, which are dependent on the environment. Thus, any change in the environment leads to an
immediate change in system state, which may lead to a transition into a new
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mode and the selection of a new action. Extensions to traditional reactive systems described in this paper allow for plan representation and dynamic replanning
of behaviors.

2.1.2. Planning and Belief-Desire-Intention theory. BDI is a highly formalized [17, 50] framework for goal-directed decision making and planning based
on Bratman’s philosophical theory of human intentionality [13] and founded on
Georgeff and Lansky’s Practical Reasoning System [28]. Applications of BDI
include air-traffic management [51], space shuttle design, and telecommunications [36].
BDI is well-suited to modeling human behavior because it captures the way
people describe their own actions [47]. This approach has been applied to a
variety of human behavioral models such as models of multi-agent systems [21, 22,
55], identification of student emotions in intelligent learning environments [37],
recognition other pilots’ plans in air-combat simulations [33], wireless tour guide
systems [19], and psychologically-based situation recognition [46].
Although traditionally applied in deliberative frameworks with explicit knowledge representation, BDI has been implemented in hybrid deliberative/reactive
architectures as well (see Chapter 4 for more about this architecture). For example, systems for coordinating multi-agent behavior [67] can dynamically monitor
plans using BDI and deliberatively generate new plans using a separate planner.
Unlike these systems, the work described in this paper uses BDI in a reactive
system without incorporating a deliberative subsystem. Instead, beliefs, desires,
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and intentions are represented as elements of modes with activation levels that
determine action selection (see Chapter 3).

2.1.3. Navigation. Navigation is an important and widely-studied aspect of
embodied agent behavior. Reactive systems for navigation produce robust behavior in complex, dynamic environments [8]. Brooks’s subsumption architecture, for
instance, has been implemented in robots that wander an office environment [14].
Reactive navigation can be coupled with a priori [8] or acquired [41] knowledge
to enhance navigation behavior.
Low-level navigation, such as obstacle avoidance, and high-level navigation,
such as path selection, have been modeled in animated agents with a hybrid
systems framework [2, 3]. This framework is further implemented and extended
in the present paper.

2.2. Hybrid Dynamical Systems
A hybrid dynamical system (or hybrid system, for short) is a framework for
modeling systems with both continuous and discrete parts (see Chapter 3 for
a detailed description of hybrid systems). The combination of continuous and
discrete dynamics makes hybrid systems a natural framework with which to model
real-world phenomena such as biomolecular networks [4], manufacturing [48], and
air traffic management [65]. A major benefit of hybrid systems is that such models
can be formalized and verified correct: Algorithmic analysis of hybrid systems
allows researchers to prove that a given state can be reached, to mechanically verify
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whether safety requirements are met, and to automatically determine constraints
on system parameters to guarantee certain behaviors [5, 6, 35].
Hybrid systems have been implemented as models of agent intelligence, in
which low-level reactive intelligence is continuous, while high-level behavioral patterns are discrete [2, 3, 23]. Such models have been applied to sophisticated cognitive tasks: a robot observing a human performing a task can construct a plan
for the same task using a hybrid system model [16]; obstacle avoidance during
navigation by robots [23], autonomous vehicles [68] and animated agents [2, 3]
can be implemented with a hybrid systems framework for agent behavior; finegrained facial expressions can be identified using a hybrid system to extract and
analyze dynamic features of a face [38].

2.3. Cognitive Modeling
Models of human cognition seek to formalize high-level processes such as reasoning, decision making, language acquisition, and problem solving. Traditional
approaches to human cognition (e.g., [26]) involve processes that manipulate discrete symbolic representations of events in the world. In contrast, connectionism
and dynamic systems theories assert that cognition is an emergent phenomenon
resulting from interactions among simple, low-level, non-symbolic processes [58].
The model described in this paper draws from these similar but distinct theories
to implement decision making and learning as resulting from interactions among
non-symbolic cognitive elements.
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2.3.1. Connectionist models. Quillian’s model of semantic memory [49],
one of the first connectionist models, has a network of nodes representing concepts
interconnected with different kinds of associative links. Semantic identification
involves the spreading of activation from input nodes to linked nodes; activated
concepts can be used to infer relationships between words. Quillian’s model was
later extended and verified experimentally by Collins and Loftus [18], who found
that the model could explain human behavior on a number of categorization tasks.
Since then, spreading activation has been successfully applied in a variety
of connectionist architectures. ACT theory [7], built upon a network of nodes
with all-or-nothing activation, successfully predicts human memory phenomena
like judgments of associative relatedness and effects of extensive practice on memory. Neural networks, such as parallel distributed processing models [42, 52],
established connectionist models of cognition as challenges to traditional models of symbolic computation, arguing that cognition could be described without
formulation of explicit rules. More recent research using connectionist models
has included knowledge representation and rapid inference [57], models of goaldirected action selection in situated agents [40], and control and learning of object
recognition in autonomous robots [11].
The work described by this paper uses a spreading activation network inspired
by connectionist architectures for the dynamics of agent cognition. In traditional
connectionist architectures, knowledge is distributed across multiple nodes; in the
current model, individual nodes represent coherent concepts like beliefs about
deadline pressure or street attractiveness.
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2.3.2. Dynamic systems models. As with connectionist models, dynamic
systems models conceptualize human development and learning as changes emerging from real-time, decentralized, local interactions of variables within a complex
system [59]. According to this theory, apparent order in the process of development often highlighted by other developmental theories is simply the mind as a
dynamic system reaching certain stable configurations [63, 64].
The idea of the mind as a complex, dynamic, sub-symbolic system is supported by neuroscientific evidence that populations of neurons, instead of single
cells, encode mental representations (see [60] for examples). Dynamic systems
theory can explain puzzling results in developmental psychology, such as counterintuitive performance by infants on the A-not-B task [59], in which children with
experience in reaching toward one container for a hidden toy consistently reach
toward that same container even after observing the toy being hidden in a different container. The development of a shape bias [54], word comprehension [30],
deferred imitation, self-recognition [20] and a number of other cognitive changes
in the first years of life have also been explained by dynamic systems models.
The work described in this paper takes a dynamic systems view of behavior as emerging from interactions among many interrelated cognitive aspects, as
discussed in the following chapters.

CHAPTER 3

Model Structure
This chapter describes a hybrid systems framework for embodied agents using
BDI for navigation and learning. Agents implemented as hybrid systems navigate
through environments to perform tasks, such as picking up children from school
and mailing letters. Where to navigate and which tasks to perform are decided
dynamically based on activations on agents’ beliefs, desires, intentions, and other
structures described below.

3.1. Hybrid Dynamical Systems
Hybrid systems, which have continuous dynamics overlaid with discrete control
structures, are powerful tools for modeling events that occur continuously over
time and are occasionally punctuated by instantaneous changes. A hybrid system
is defined by a set of states, or modes, with discrete parts and continuous parts.
Continuous parts of modes evolve according to systems of differential equations,
which define changes of system variables called elements over time. Discrete parts
of modes remain stable during system evolution until they are instantaneously
changed by transitions to other modes. Modes also contain guards, constraints
on possible configurations of system states, which monitor transitions between
modes. These constraints can be expressed as conditions, boolean statements
about values of elements of the system. When the continuous part of the state
19
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meets the conditions in a guard, that guard is tripped and a transition occurs,
changing the discrete part of the state to enter the mode specified by the transition.
The continuous part may also be changed instantaneously by side effects during
a transition, and may be described by a new system of differential equations in
the new mode.
More formally (and based on the definition in [6]), a hybrid system is a sixtuple H = (V, n, X0 , F, Inv, R) where:
• V is a finite set of locations.
• n ≥ 0 is a nonnegative integer called the dimension of H. The state
space of H is X = V × Rn . Each state has the form (l, x) where l ∈ V is
the discrete part of the state, and x ∈ Rn is the continuous part.
• X0 ⊆ X is the set of initial states.
• F : X → Rn assigns to each state (l, x) ∈ X a value F (l, x) ∈ Rn
that constrains the time derivative of the continuous part of the state.
Thus in discrete location l, the continuous part of the state satisfies the
differential equation ẋ = F (l, x).

1

n

• Inv : V → 2R assigns to each location l ∈ V an invariant set Inv(l) ⊆
Rn that signifies appropriate values of the continuous part of the state
while the discrete part is l.
• R ⊆ X × X is a relation capturing discontinuous state changes.

1This

differs from the Alur et al. model [6] by constraining the continuous part to a differ-

ential equation instead of a differential inclusion ẋ ∈ F (l, x).
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Figure 3.1. A partially specified hybrid dynamical system with
key parts labeled.
Hybrid systems can be modeled by hybrid automata, combinations of finite
automata representing discrete, symbolic dynamics, and continuous-time statespace models describing continuous dynamics [34, 66]. As described in [6], hybrid
automata can be seen as finite directed graphs with vertices V and edges E defined
by
E = {(l, l0 ) ∈ V ×V | ((l, x), (l0 , x0 )) ∈ R f or some x ∈ Inv(l), x0 ∈ Inv(l0 )}. (1)
A guard set on each edge e ∈ E is defined as
Guard(e) = {x ∈ Inv(l) | ((l, x), (l0 , x0 )) ∈ R f or some x0 ∈ Inv(l0 )}

(2)

and a set of side effects (called a reset map in [6]) is defined as
SideEffect(e,x) = {x0 ∈ Inv(l0 ) | ((l, x), (l0 , x0 )) ∈ R}.
A simple, partially specified hybrid automaton is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

(3)
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A hybrid system begins in some initial state (l, x) in X0 . The continuous
part of the state x evolves according to a differential equation ẋ = F (l, x) while
the discrete part l remains the same. When x matches a state in a guard, that
is, x ∈ Guard(e) where e = (l, l0 ) for some e ∈ E, a jump is taken to a connected state (l0 , x0 ) such that ((l, x), (l0 , x0 )) ∈ R, with a new continuous state
x0 ∈ SideEffect(e,x).
One hybrid system that can be easily modeled by a hybrid automaton is a
simple thermostat with two modes, Heat On and Heat Off, and discrete transitions between them (see Figure 3.2). Each mode is its own dynamical system with
a continuous part, the temperature of the environment, and a discrete part, the
boolean on/off of the heating element. While temperature evolves continuously,
the thermostat system occasionally undergoes discrete changes in state, from not
heating to heating and back. Guards within modes regulate these transitions,
and are tripped when boolean conditions are met: In Heat On mode, a guard
is tripped when temperature rises above 72, and in Heat Off mode, a guard is
tripped when temperature dips below 68. In Figures 3.1 and 3.2, as in the rest
of this paper, modes are portrayed visually as rectangles with rounded corners,
guards are portrayed as rectangles with 90◦ corners, and transitions are portrayed
as arrows from corresponding guards to modes.
The framework described in this paper uses a hybrid system to model agent
navigation behavior, based on previous applications of hybrid systems frameworks
for low- and high-level navigation [2, 3, 23]. In previous low-level navigation models, obstacle avoidance and goal-directed navigation were governed by continuous
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Figure 3.2. Thermostat represented as a hybrid system.

functions, while actions such as “Approach Target” and “Avoid” were separated
into discrete behaviors. In high-level navigation models, aspects of decisions about
which paths to take were modeled continuously, while patterns or strategies of decision making were grouped into discrete behaviors like “Eager” and “Sightseer.”
Decision making strategies determined the dynamics of the hybrid system; for
instance, in “Sightseer” mode, the agent walked slowly and without a final target
in mind, but when it decided that it had no more time for sightseeing and had to
hurry toward a goal, the system transitioned from “Sightseer” mode to “Eager”
mode [2].
The model described in this paper uses a hybrid system to control agent behavior in similar ways. Elements of agent cognition are modeled continuously,
while navigation behaviors such as Explore and Hurry, as well as more specific
actions such as Mail Letter and Pick Up Child, comprise the discrete parts of
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the system. Cognitive elements are described in section 3.2 below, and more detail about specific modes and cognitive elements implemented in the model are
provided in Chapter 6.

3.2. Belief-Desire-Intention Model
The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI ) model of rational agency is based on Bratman’s philosophical theory of goal-directed behavior [13], in which intentions, or
commitments to goals, play a central role in understanding human behavior, along
with beliefs (knowledge about the world) and desires (goals). BDI has been formalized in abstract logical semantics [17, 50, 51] describing the interplay among
beliefs, desires, and intentions, and it has been used in a variety of applications,
from air traffic management [51] to performance in Blocks World, where blocks
must be manipulated by an agent into goal configurations [21].
Most implementations of BDI employ explicit propositional statements, ascribing binary truth values to component beliefs, desires, and intentions. In the
model described by this paper, however, these components are elements of modes
in a hybrid system, continuous state variables with dynamics determined by differential equations. Values of these variables, which range from −10 to +10 with
a baseline at 0, represent saliences of elements; larger absolute values represent
higher saliences, that is, elements being more “in mind” or felt more strongly, and
negative values represent negations of elements. For instance, a value of +8 on
belief street is attractive means that an agent experiences the street being
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referred to as very attractive, whereas a value of −3 means that the street referred
to is somewhat unattractive in the agent’s experience.

3.2.1. Additions to BDI. To make agents capable of perception and plan
representation in the model described by this paper, two additional structures are
implemented alongside beliefs, desires, and intentions. Ground concepts represent atomic elements of environments, and sequencing intentions represent futuredirected preferences on sequences of actions.
Ground concepts are representations of components of the environment, such
as child, letter, or school [1]. Connections between ground concepts represent
associations between ideas or objects, for instance, a link between dog and cat
corresponds to a mental association of dogs with cats. Ground concepts are used
for perception: Perceptual inputs activate appropriate ground concepts that then
spread activation to related beliefs (see section 3.3 below for more about spreading
activation). For instance, if an agent sees a dog, first the ground concept dog is
activated, and only then does activation spread to the ground concept cat or the
belief likes dogs.
Sequencing intentions allow agents to commit to sequences of future directed
actions by representing preferences for fulfilling one intention before another.
These elements are of the form A before B, where A and B are any intentions
in the system; thus, a sequencing intention exists for every pair of intentions.
Actions to fulfill intention A are taken before actions to fulfill intention B when
sequencing intention A before B has a higher activation than the complimentary
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sequencing intention B before A. If activations on both sequencing intentions are
equal, one is selected arbitrarily. Chapter 4 discusses the role of sequencing intentions in planning for hybrid dynamical agents.
3.2.2. BDI within modes. The continuous part of the hybrid system model
described in this paper consists of five types of cognitive elements: beliefs, desires,
intentions, ground concepts, and sequencing intentions. The discrete part of the
hybrid system is comprised of modes, which correspond to patterns of behavior
or “states of mind.” Modes have systems of equations governing the evolution of
the continuous cognitive elements over time, which may differ between modes.
For instance, activation on the belief feeling deadline pressure may increase
more rapidly as time passes when an agent is in Hurry mode, in which it is
focused on fulfilling goals, than when the agent is in Explore mode, in which
it is merely navigating toward attractive sights. This difference corresponds to
deadlines being more present in mind for an agent that is performing goal-directed
behavior than for an agent that is exploring its environment. Specific cognitive
elements and modes used in the decision making and learning models are described
in Chapter 6.

3.3. Spreading Activation Network
Cognitive elements are nodes in spreading activation networks with links to
related elements over which activation can spread. Elements’ activation values,
which represent salience, are therefore determined partly by the amount of activation spread from related elements; for example, high activation on ground
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concept dog may cause some activation to be spread to belief likes dogs, raising
the salience of that belief to an agent. The amount of activation spread from an
originator element to a receiver element depends on the strength, or weight, of the
connection between them. Originating elements do not lose the activations that
are spread; receiving elements simply gain that amount of activation. Connection
weights may be positive, to simulate excitatory connections between elements, or
negative, to simulate inhibitory connections.
For example, suppose f is an element in the spreading activation network, and
take set G = {g1 , . . . , gn } to contain the elements that have spreading activation
links to f with corresponding weight wi . Then
f˙ =

n
X

wi · gi

(4)

i=1

is the rate of change of activation on f , and
∆f = f˙ · s

(5)

where s is the length of a timestep in the simulation, is the amount of change in
value (or activation level) of f due to spreading activation from related elements.
Negative activation can also spread along associative links; in this case, activations
of originating elements have inhibitory effects on activations of receiving elements.
For instance, negative activation on belief feeling deadline pressure, which
represents that a feeling of deadline pressure is not salient, can be spread along
a positively weighted link to desire mail letter, decreasing the salience of the
desire to mail a letter. Negative activations that spread along connections with
negative weights increase activations in receiving elements. For example, belief
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letter has been mailed may be connected to desire mail letter by a negatively
weighted link, so that a negative activation value on letter has been mailed,
representing salience of the belief that a letter has not been mailed, corresponds
to a positive change in the activation level of desire mail letter.
Connections between related elements are hardwired at the beginning of a
simulation run, although Chapter 5 details how these connection strengths can be
changed by experience over time to simulate learning.
3.4. Summary
The model described by this paper is built on a hybrid dynamical systems
framework and uses BDI, with some extensions, to model navigation behavior.
The current hybrid system has modes, dynamical systems linked by discrete transitions, which represent behaviors. Continuous parts of modes are cognitive elements, namely beliefs, desires, intentions, ground concepts, and sequencing intentions, which have activation levels representing elements’ saliences. Elements
spread activation to related elements over links in a spreading activation network;
amount of activation spread between elements depends on weights of the connections. This framework is capable of performing decision making (Chapter 4) and
learning (Chapter 5) on navigation tasks in complex environments.

CHAPTER 4

Decision Making
Decision making is the process of making the best possible choice from a range
of options [24]. In the system described by this paper, agents make decisions about
where to navigate in their environments, which goals to pursue, and which actions
to perform to achieve those goals.
Artificial Intelligence approaches to agent decision making fall into three broad
categories: deliberative, reactive, and hybrid deliberative/reactive. In deliberative,
or logicist, approaches, agents reason about their environments to build plans,
prespecified sequences of actions, and then enact those plans. These architectures
represent knowledge with symbolic propositional statements, and typically apply
algorithms to search through sequences of possible world states to generate plans.
For instance, in STRIPS [25], a world model is represented as a series of first-order
predicate calculus formulas, and a theorem prover identifies operators that bring
the system from initial states to goal states.
In reactive architectures, agents behave according to a series of sense-act rules,
which pair specific actions to specific environmental stimuli; complex behavior
emerges from interactions among these low-level reflexive behaviors [9]. Reactive
architectures are highly responsive to environmental changes without reasoning
about explicit knowledge, forming longer-term plans, or remembering previous
actions. For instance, a robot implemented with a number of actions such as
29
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“avoid objects,” “explore,” “build maps,” and “identify objects,” which are performed asynchronously and independently of each other based on sensory input,
has successfully navigated an indoor office environment [14].
Hybrid deliberative/reactive architectures benefit from both approaches by
combining deliberative and reactive elements in layers that control agent behavior.
Hybrid architectures deliberate over abstract representations of world knowledge
to adjust reactive behaviors [9]. For example, interrap [44] has reactive layers
that handle situations requiring quick responses, and deliberative layers that perform more complex planning to achieve goals. Forklift agents implemented with
interrap navigate and perform sorting tasks in a warehouse environment.
These three approaches to decision making have strengths, but also weaknesses. Deliberative systems are inflexible and brittle for agents in dynamic environments [39], where changes in the environment during plan generation or
execution may cause conflicts with existing plans. Reactive systems lack mechanisms to maintain goals that are not immediately perceivable in the environment,
and cannot test consequences of actions with internal models before performing
the actions [61]. Hybrid architectures have difficulties with combining the deliberative and reactive subsystems cleanly and with formalizing the subsystems’
interactions [69].
The model of decision making described in this paper extends a traditional
reactive architecture in a deliberative direction, without losing the dynamicism
of reactive systems. Like reactive architectures, the current system closely couples action and environment: Certain configurations of activations on cognitive
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elements, which are affected by the environment, result in action selection by
causing transitions into modes (see Chapter 3). Section 4.1 describes how encoding knowledge in activations of cognitive elements makes the system highly
responsive to environmental changes. Section 4.2 explains how this system uses
sequencing intentions to extend traditional reactive architectures with capabilities
for representing plans of action.

4.1. Dynamic Action Selection
Agents that navigate in dynamic environments benefit from continually evaluating what actions to perform, lest changes in their environments render their
current actions ineffective at achieving their goals. The system described in this
paper addresses this problem by employing dynamic action selection, in which decisions occur based on the dynamic interplay among cognitive elements. Actions
are selected when the system changes modes, that is, when activations on cognitive elements meet conditions within guards, tripping those guards and causing
the system to transition into the corresponding modes. Close coupling of system
state and action performance, specifically between cognitive element activations
and transitions, allows instantaneous action selection in response to changing environments.
For example, imagine an agent that is attempting to cross a busy street. This
agent has two modes, Wait and Cross, representing behaviors of standing by
the side of the road and walking across the road, respectively, as well as beliefs car approaching on left and car approaching on right which represent
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knowledge about the environment. When the agent perceives cars from either
direction, activation on the appropriate belief rises instantaneously, and drops
again to a negative activation level once no more cars are approaching from that
direction. A guard on Wait mode requires both beliefs to have highly negative
activations before transitioning to Cross mode. As soon as both activations drop
to highly negative values, indicating that the agent perceives no cars approaching from either direction, the transition into Cross mode is taken and the agent
crosses the road. This kind of dynamic action selection is useful in environments
that may change unexpectedly, and is a major benefit of hybrid systems models.
In this system, modes may have several guards with transitions to different
modes; for instance, Hurry mode may have guards with transitions to Mail Letter
mode and to Explore mode (see Figure 4.1). In the implementation of the framework described by this paper, guards are ordered by importance and evaluated
sequentially at every timestep. If the system state meets the conditions within
the first guard, that guard is tripped and the corresponding transition is taken
instantly. If system state does not meet those conditions, the next guard is evaluated, and so on. If no guards are tripped, no transitions are taken, and the system
stays in the same mode. The order in which guards are evaluated is determined by
the system’s designers, based on the importance of the corresponding transition
to the dynamics of the system. For instance, from Hurry mode, a guard on a
transition to Mail Letter mode will be evaluated before a guard on a transition
to Explore mode, since mailing a letter accomplishes a goal of the agent and
exploring does not.
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Figure 4.1. Guards are evaluated sequentially. In this example,
Guard 1 is evaluated first; if system state matches the guard, the
corresponding transition is taken to Mail Letter mode, otherwise,
Guard 2 is evaluated.
4.1.1. Dynamic navigation. Dynamic action selection involves high-level
behaviors, on the order of target or navigation decisions. The system described
here also performs dynamic navigation, involving low-level behaviors such as simple goal-directed movement and obstacle avoidance. As in previous implementations of dynamic navigation [2, 3, 31], targets and obstacles are represented
by non-linear attractor and repeller functions, respectively, and agents’ angular
velocities are calculated dynamically based on weightings of these functions. This
model of navigation as a dynamical system was integrated into the high-level navigation framework of dynamic action selection described above to create a system
that navigates complex environments dynamically on both low and high levels:
Agents dynamically maneuver in the world while dynamically selecting goals and
behaviors to meet those goals.
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4.2. Plans
Plans are necessary for intelligent agents to successfully perform future-directed
actions to achieve goals [28]. In Artificial Intelligence, a plan is commonly defined as a predetermined sequence of actions that, when performed, brings the
system from a start state to a particular goal state. By the definition of plans as
sequences of actions, a plan in the current hybrid system model would be a sequence of modes, because modes represent discrete actions or behaviors. However,
because the system is dynamic, the modes agents should enter at any particular
time cannot be prespecified—system dynamics are decided in real time based on
activations on cognitive elements. Therefore, in this system, a plan is a series of
activations on elements that will cause the system to transition through a sequence
of modes to fulfill a goal.1
Sequencing intentions (introduced in Chapter 3) represent commitments to
fulfilling one intention before another and can thus be used to represent plans.
Sequencing intentions take the form A before B where A and B are intentions;
actions to fulfill A will be performed before actions to fulfill B if activation on
A before B is higher than activation on B before A. Dynamic replanning, realtime revision of intended action sequences, occurs by altering relative activation
levels among sequencing intentions.

1Ideas

about plans for hybrid systems, including dynamic replanning, originate from [1];

implementations of these ideas are described in this section.
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For instance, suppose an agent wants to perform two tasks, Mail Letter and
Pick Up Child, at locations, lm and lp , respectively (see Figure 4.2). In this example, sequencing intention mail letter before pick up child is more highly
active than the complementary pick up child before mail letter; therefore,
the agent has a plan to first mail a letter, then pick up a child. The agent will
navigate first toward lm , then toward lp . Imagine, however, that in the course of
navigating toward lm , activation on the latter sequencing intention increases; for
instance, the agent might receive a phone call that the child is sick, and needs to
be picked up immediately. Dynamic replanning occurs when the level of activation on the latter sequencing intention supersedes the level of activation on the
former. At this point, the agent will drop its previous plan and instead attempt
to fulfill intention pick up child by navigating to lp , then turn again toward lm
once the child has been retrieved.
This dynamic change in action occurs because behaviors are determined at all
times by activations on cognitive elements. As long as activation on sequencing
intention mail letter before pick up child is higher than activation on the
complementary sequencing intention, the agent will navigate toward lm . However,
as soon as relative activation levels switch, the agent will select a new target lp
based on this new configuration of activations.
This kind of instantaneous replanning is similar to real-time decisions people make every day. Although planning is a semantic-level process with explicit
reasoning [29], replanning may be modeled as a fast evaluation of mental states
(levels of activation on cognitive elements) and reaction to any changes therein [1].
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Figure 4.2. An example of dynamic replanning based on sequencing intentions.

In (a), activation on sequencing intention

mail letter before pick up child is higher than on the complementary sequencing intention, so the agent (indicated by the black
circle) navigates toward location lm . In (b), activation levels have
changed so that pick up child before mail letter is more activated; as a result, the agent changes direction to navigate toward
lp , and will return to lm after picking up the child.
Dynamic replanning highlights one major benefit of hybrid systems: real-time responsiveness to change.

CHAPTER 5

Learning
Learning involves acquiring and consolidating information for later retrieval.
Autonomous agents with prespecified behaviors can perform only as well as their
designers foresee; autonomous agents that learn can adapt to new and unexpected
situations. Therefore, learning for autonomous agents is important not only to
model aspects of human cognition, but to build robust, adaptive agents.

5.1. Background
Neuroscientific theories of learning have long posited that synaptic changes
between neurons or systems of neurons explain permanence of memories. In 1893,
Ramon y Cajal proposed that new synaptic connections were involved in learning
(as noted in [12]). Hebb [32] built on this idea with his influential theory, in which
structures of interconnected neurons called cell assemblies are arranged hierarchically into phase sequences; activations along phase sequences, called reverbatory
traces, encode memories temporarily until structural changes in neuronal synapses
cause permanent encoding.
Modern computational models like neural networks [42, 52] have applied
Hebb’s ideas of distributed knowledge to computer systems. The framework described by this paper is inspired by such connectionist architectures, although
37
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because the focus of this work is on novel ways of learning within the hybrid systems framework described here and not on modeling knowledge in networks, items
of knowledge are encapsulated as individual nodes rather than being encoded by
a distribution of activation across multiple nodes. Two kinds of learning are outlined in this chapter: Conceptual learning occurs on the level of concepts within
modes, while behavioral learning occurs on the level of modes.

5.2. Conceptual Learning
Mental representations of ideas and objects, called elements, are connected in
spreading activation networks within modes (see Chapter 3). Conceptual learning
involves changing weights of connections between elements to simulate the association of concepts in mind. More specifically, elements in the learning system
described by this paper are concepts representing aspects of agents’ environments,
such as locations (e.g., park) or people (e.g., friend). Concepts are nodes arranged in spreading activation networks, in which the amount of activation spread
between concepts is dictated by the strength of the link between them. Learning
strengthens (or weakens) this connection, so concepts originating activations more
strongly (or weakly) influence concepts receiving activations.
As in Hebb’s theory [32], elements that are active at the same time, or coactive,
build stronger links, whereas elements that are concurrently inactive reduce their
link strength. For all coactivated concepts above a particular threshold, if spreading activation links exist between these concepts then these links are strengthened
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by some proportion of the concepts’ activations (see Chapter 6 for implementation details). Similarly, strengths of links between concepts whose activations are
below a certain threshold are weakened. This mechanism regulates learning to
ensure that concepts coactivated by chance or for short periods of time do not
become permanently associated, and that concepts that were once coactive but
no longer occur together in the agent’s environment will eventually have their link
strength reduced.
Figure 5.1 illustrates an example of conceptual learning in which park is the
originator and friend is the receiver of spreading activation. Initially, the location
park has some association with the person friend, so park spreads 20% of its
activation to friend. Over repeated coactivations—that is, repeated sightings
of the friend at the park—connections between concepts are strengthened, so
that eventually park spreads 50% of its activation to friend. Intuitively, this
corresponds to an agent learning that the park reminds it of its friend. Connection
strengths are capped at 100%, so elements cannot spread more activation than
they have.
Chapter 6 details simulations of this kind of learning for hybrid dynamical
systems.

5.3. Behavioral Learning
A second kind of learning in this model builds (or weakens) associations between behaviors by altering guards, which mediate transitions between modes.
This learning has not been implemented, but it is described conceptually here.
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Figure 5.1. Two concepts representing location park and person
friend (a) before learning, (b) coactivated, and (c) after learning,
with strengthened connection.
Recall from Chapter 3 that guards can be seen as having conditions, boolean
statements about values of elements of the system. When conditions on guards
are met—that is, when the continuous parts of modes are in configurations for
which transitions to new modes exist—guards are tripped and the corresponding
transitions are taken.
Behavioral learning changes conditions within guards to make it more (or less)
likely that the system will transition from one mode to another, a change that
corresponds to learning associations between behaviors. For instance, suppose
that on its drive to work, an agent regularly makes a left turn at one intersection
followed by a right turn at the next intersection. At first, the agent might perform
these actions because they will get it closer to its target. After learning through
repeated experience, however, the agent makes the right turn after the left turn
because it has learned to associate these behaviors, and no longer needs to consider
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Figure 5.2. Behavioral learning causes the condition on the value
of f within the guard for Turn Left to change between (a) and (b),
making it easier for the transition to Turn Right to occur. This
corresponds to associating the two behaviors.

whether the sequence of actions will help achieve its goal. This is apparent, for
instance, when the agent intends to go to a different location such as a friend’s
house, but instead follows the left turn with a right turn as on its way to work
because the learned association between the behaviors is so strong.
In behavioral learning, guards from originating behaviors are changed as a
result of experiences associating the two modes. For instance, Figure 5.2 illustrates
a change in a guard for Turn Left mode. Whenever the guard is tripped and the
corresponding transition is taken to Turn Right mode, the value of the condition
on element f decreases somewhat. Over time, it becomes more likely that the
system will transition from Turn Left mode to Turn Right mode because the
range of values that could make the condition on f true increases.
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An implementation of behavioral learning would open the possibility for new
and interesting behavioral dynamics, such as skill learning, in which actions that
are practiced become easier to perform.

CHAPTER 6

Demonstrations
This chapter describes two types of simulations, one of decision making and
one of learning, that implement the hybrid systems framework described in Chapters 3 through 5. In these simulations, agents navigate toward specific locations
in their environments, demonstrating dynamic action selection, replanning, and
associative learning. Agents in decision making simulations dynamically select
actions to fulfill their goals, while agents in learning simulations come to associate
co-occurring elements of their environments, which affects future behaviors.
6.1. General Implementation
All of the simulations involve one or more agents navigating a 6-by-6 grid
world. Positions are specified as coordinates on the grid; agents start at position
(1,1) in the lower left hand corner of the world and move along grid lines within
bounds of the world. Targets representing locations such as post office or
school are positioned at intersections.
6.1.1. Perception. Agents perceive aspects of their world, like objects or
locations, when they navigate to within predefined perceptual ranges of these aspects. In both decision making and learning simulations, objects are perceived
when agents and objects are at the same positions. Additionally, in learning simulations, locations are perceived when agents are within one block of locations’
43
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Figure 6.1. When an agent’s position is within one block of location park’s position, a self-transition occurs with a side effect that
raises the activation on park to a high value.

positions. This latter feature was implemented to allow agents to respond to perceptions of locations with behaviors that indicate associations between locations
and specific people, as described in section 6.3 below.
Perceptions are encoded as instantaneous increases in activation levels of appropriate ground concepts. Because they are implemented in a hybrid system,
these instantaneous changes occur as side effects on self-transitions, that is, transitions from a mode back to itself. For instance, if an agent in a learning simulation
navigates to within one block of location Park while in Wander mode, a guard for
this system configuration will be tripped, the system will take a transition back
into Wander mode, and a side effect on that transition will increase activation on
concept park (see Figure 6.1).

6.1.2. Calculating activations. The activation levels of elements within
modes (such as beliefs and desires) are calculated at every timestep. Recall from
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Chapter 3 that elements are nodes in spreading activation networks; related elements have edges, or links, over which activation energy spreads. An element’s
activation level is a function of the amount of energy spread to it by other related
elements plus a small decrease in energy over time. This decrease in activation
gradually brings elements to baseline activation, unless they are further activated
by perceptions or spreading activation. Thus, the activation level of a given element f at some timestep t is determined by an Euler integration
ft = ft−1 + (f˙ · s) − x

(6)

where f˙ is the value of the derivative of f as given by the continuous dynamics of
the current mode, s is the length of a timestep in the simulation, and x represents
a small decrease in activation. In the decision making simulations, x = 0, while
in learning simulations, x = 0.1 · ft−1 .

6.1.3. Action selection. Activations on elements determine action selection by tripping guards, which send the system into new (or possibly the same)
modes. At every timestep, guards within the current mode are evaluated in a
predetermined order; if conditions within an evaluated guard are met, that guard
is tripped and its corresponding transition is taken instantaneously. The order
of guards matters in this implementation: Guards are ordered by specificity or
importance, so that guards with more precise conditions or guards that transition
to more important modes can be evaluated first. Therefore, although the system
state may match conditions in several guards, only the first of these guards to be
evaluated is tripped.
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In summary, activations enter the system through perceptions, then spread
among connected elements depending on the strength of connections between
them. Elements’ activation levels, determined by spreading activation plus small
decreases in activation over time, are recalculated at every timestep. Actions are
selected when these activations reach specific configurations defined in guards,
which cause discrete transitions to new modes. Therefore, initial activation levels,
past experiences, and current perceptions determine action selection, without a
need for discretized, symbolic representations of system state.

6.2. Decision Making Simulation
In the decision making simulations, an agent dynamically selects actions to
navigate a grid world and to complete a series of tasks by a deadline. The agent
must mail a letter at the Post Office (located at position (2,3)), pick up one child
from School 1 (position (4,1)) and a second child from School 2 (position (1,5)),
and finally return Home (position (4,4)). The simulation ends when the agent
returns Home, although the order in which the other tasks are performed is not
prespecified. Task selection occurs dynamically, based on activations of elements
within modes.
Agent navigation is based on low-level navigation from [2], in which agents
maneuver toward attractors, or targets, and away from repellers, like obstacles. In
the current model, intersections are selected as local targets based on the direction
of travel that will best achieve agents’ goals. At every timestep t, an agent’s
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position is calculated as
(xt , yt ) = (xt−1 + ẋ · s, yt−1 + ẏ · s)

(7)

ẋ = v · cos(φ)

(8)

ẏ = v · sin(φ)

(9)

where

In these equations, φ is the average heading angle that defines direction of motion
over the past two timesteps, v is the agent’s velocity, s is the length of a timestep,
and xi and yi are the agent’s x and y positions, respectively, at time i. Once a local
target is reached, the agent selects a new local target to be the next intersection
in the path toward its goal.
At the beginning of every simulation, ground concepts are assigned random activation values, and other elements are assigned baseline (zero) activation values.
Random ground concept activations allow different starting system configurations
for every simulation, leading to different dynamics including different orders of
action selection among simulations. Streets in the world are also randomly assigned attractiveness values between 1 and 10, with 1 being unattractive and 10
being attractive, which are stored in a global variable map. The agent queries map
for the attractiveness values of proximate streets when it is at an intersection, to
help it select the best next local target.
6.2.1. Modes. Agents in this system can be in one of five modes: Explore,
Hurry, Stand, Mail Letter, or Pick Up Child. The first three are navigation
modes, in which an agent moves around the world as previously described, and
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the last two are action modes, in which the agent performs actions that do not
require navigation. Though agents typically spend most of their time in one of
the first two navigation modes, action modes represent performance of particular
behaviors and have important effects on system dynamics, as described below.

Explore: In Explore mode, an agent selects streets based on attractiveness, and does not navigate toward any particular final target. At every
intersection, map is queried for the attractiveness of immediately proximate streets, and the agent’s direction is adjusted to navigate along the
most attractive option. After a street has been traveled, its subjective
attractiveness is reduced a small amount in map to simulate streets becoming less interesting to the agent as they become more familiar, preventing
the agent from perpetually navigating along a single attractive street.
Hurry: In Hurry mode, an agent takes as direct a path toward its target
as possible within the constraints of the grid. At every intersection, x
and y distances from the target are calculated and the agent’s direction
is set so that it navigates to reduce whichever distance is greater.
Stand: Stand mode involves an agent simply remaining in place, although
activations on concepts do evolve. This mode is used, for instance, when
a target has been reached but no next target has been selected.
Mail Letter: Mail Letter mode corresponds to an agent mailing a letter
at the Post Office. Side effects on transitions from this mode adjust the
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belief that the letter has been mailed to the maximum value, and the
desire and intention relating to mailing the letter to the minimum values.
Pick Up Child: Pick Up Child mode has the same effect on beliefs, desires, and intentions as Mail Letter mode, but with respect to picking
up a child from school. The agent’s children are represented by ground
concepts child 1 and child 2. If the agent is at the appropriate location to pick up the child represented by the more highly activated ground
concept, then a transition out of this mode will reassign values on the
appropriate belief, desire, and intention as above. For instance, if the
agent is at location School 1 when child 1 is more highly activated,
child 1 is with me will be set to the maximum value on a transition
out of this mode.

6.2.2. Cognitive elements. Recall from Chapter 3 that cognitive elements
are beliefs, desires, intentions, ground concepts, and sequencing intentions, whose
evolution is described by a system of differential equations specific to each mode.
The elements used in the decision making simulations appear in Table 6.1. As
indicated by equations 4 and 5 from Chapter 3, part of elements’ activation levels at any given time are determined by amounts of activation spread from related elements linked in a spreading activation network. For example, based on
equation 6 and using elements from Table 6.1, the activation value of element
put letter in mail at time t is
put letter in mailt = put letter in mailt−1 + (ṗ · s)

(10)
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where
ṗ = letter + mail letter − (0.1 · go to school 1) − (0.1 · go to school 2) (11)
This indicates that the activation value for put letter in mail is influenced
by activation levels of ground concept letter, desire mail letter, and intentions
go to school 1 and go to school 2. In other words, the agent’s intention to put
a letter in the mail is affected by the saliences of the letter, desire to mail the
letter, and intentions to do other things like go to Schools 1 and 2.

6.2.3. Results. Every decision making simulation began with an agent at
position (1,1) and in Explore mode. The agent navigated its grid environment,
selecting actions and targets based on activations of cognitive elements. Typically,
the agent spent enough time in Explore mode to navigate down one or two attractive blocks, at which time activation on belief is feeling deadline pressure
became high enough to enable a transition into Hurry mode. Once in this mode,
the agent fulfilled goals of mailing the letter and picking up both children from
school, dynamically deciding on the order in which to complete these tasks and
the paths to navigate to do so. Simulations ended when the agent reached Home
at position (4,4).
Figure 6.2 displays a map of the world during one run of the simulation,
showing an agent (colored circle), locations like the Post Office and Schools 1 and
2 (labeled squares), and the agent’s path (solid line). As the agent traveled, it
demonstrated emergent behaviors that arose naturally from its internal state, such
as backtracking, retracing the path just taken (see Discussion below). Examples
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child 1 is with me

letter has been mailed child 2 is with me
is feeling deadline pressure
Desires

mail letter

pick up child 2

pick up child 1
Intentions

Ground
Concepts

put letter in mail

go to post office (PO)

go to school 1 (S1)

get child 1 from school 1

go to school 2 (S2)

get child 2 from school 2

post office

letter

school 1

child 1

school 2

child 2

Sequencing go to PO then S1

go to S1 then PO

Intentions

go to PO then S2

go to S2 then PO

go to S1 then S2

go to S2 then S1

Table 6.1. Elements in each mode of the decision making simulation, sorted by element type. Abbreviations: PO for Post Office,
S1 for School 1, S2 for School 2.

of backtracking can be seen between positions (2,1) and (1,1), positions (2,6) and
(2,5), and positions (5,1) and (4,1).

6.2.4. Discussion. These decision making simulations demonstrated that
agents designed with a hybrid systems framework and using BDI to represent
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Figure 6.2. The agent (colored circle) navigates to locations (labeled squares) to fulfill goals based on current system activation.
PO is the Post Office, and S1 and S2 are Schools 1 and 2, respectively. TOY is a toystore and UPS is a mail truck, which change
activations on ground concepts of children and letter, respectively,
when perceived by the agent. FIN is the final target Home. The
solid line indicates the agent’s path through the world.

cognitive features can navigate complex environments to achieve goals. Agents
were able to fully perform all tasks, including arriving at their destinations, but
performed these tasks in different sequences during different runs.
Emergent behaviors exhibited by agents during navigation are typical of reactive systems [15]; for instance, backtracking has been previously demonstrated
in dynamic navigation [2]. In the decision making simulations described here,
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agents selected sequences of goals and decided on paths to navigate to fulfill those
goals based on interactions between simple conditions on system state encoded
by guards and levels of activation on cognitive elements. This performance of
high-level behaviors from low-level specifications, without explicit semantic-level
reasoning, supports the psychological dynamic systems theory that human behavior results from interactions among many components within the dynamic,
non-linear, complex system of the mind [63].

6.3. Learning Simulation
In the learning simulations, agents’ behaviors are affected by learned associations between people and places. These simulations involve a child agent, which
learns, and a caregiver agent, which acts as navigator. During a single run, the
child follows the caregiver to location Post Office (at position (2,4)) to see its
mother or to location Park (at position (5,1)) to play with a friend. The child’s
behaviors depend on which person it perceives: it enters Approach Mom mode
when it sees its mother or Approach Friend mode when it sees its friend. Over
the many runs that make up one simulation, the child agent learns to associate
its mother with the Post Office and its friend with the Park, performing the appropriate behaviors when the locations come into view without having to see the
corresponding person.
6.3.1. Agent Architectures. Child agents are guided in the environment
by caregivers, simple agents that navigate either to the Post Office or to the Park
during the course of a single run. The navigation actions of these agents are
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friend
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park

post office

Table 6.2. Elements in each mode of the learning simulation.

predefined, with agents taking direct paths to Post Office or Park on alternating
runs, to ensure predictable behaviors when leading children around the world.
In contrast, child agents are implemented with the hybrid system framework
described in Chapters 3 and 5. However, since the focus of this simulation is
learning and not decision making, and because children are guided by caregivers
to targets, cognitive elements representing beliefs, desires, and intentions have
been omitted. Instead, agents’ mental structures are comprised entirely of ground
concepts (shortened here to concepts), representing locations and objects (see
Table 6.2).

6.3.2. Modes. Child agents can be in one of four modes: Wander, Wait,
Approach Mom, and Approach Friend.
Wander: In Wander mode, child agents follow caregiver agents through the
grid world. For additional realism, both agents start at the same speed,
but child agents may move up to 33% faster or up to 17% slower in every
timestep, with changes in speed within this range determined randomly.
Therefore, although children’s direction is based on caregiver motions,
children and caregiver agents are not typically in lockstep.
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Wait: If a child reaches an intersection before its caregiver, it enters Wait
mode to pause at the intersection until the caregiver arrives.1
Approach Mom: Child agents enter Approach Mom mode when the concept mom is highly activated. In this mode, children move exclusively
toward their mother’s location, regardless of caregivers’ positions.
Approach Friend: Similarly, child agents enter Approach Friend mode
when activation on concept friend is high. Child agents navigate toward
their friend’s location as long as their caregivers are also moving in the
same direction.
6.3.3. Connection strengthening. Learning within this model is based on
Hebb’s neurobiological ideas about synaptic strengthening [32], often stated simply as “cells that fire together wire together” (see Chapter 5). In this model,
spreading activation links between concepts are strengthened when the concepts
are active at the same time. That is, whenever two concepts have co-occurring
activation levels above a predefined threshold, their connection is strengthened
by some proportion of their activation levels. In the simulations described here,
concepts with activation values above 5 are considered coactivated, and their connection strengths are increased by 20%.
To regulate connection strengths and keep concepts that are coincidentally
and infrequently coactive from being learned as valid associations, an inhibition
1Similarly,

if the caregiver reaches an intersection before the child, it will wait, although

this is a predetermined behavior since caregivers are not implemented with a hybrid system
framework.
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function decreases connections between concepts that are concurrently inactive.
In the simulations, concepts with activation values below 3 have their connection
strengths to other such concepts reduced by 1%.

6.3.4. Results. Learning simulations consist of several runs, each of which
involves the child and caregiver agents navigating to either the Post Office or the
Park. After reaching their target for the run, agents are transported instantaneously back to start position (1,1) and all activations on concepts are reassigned
to baseline values to begin a new run. However, spreading activation network
links are maintained between runs. This simulates multiple exposures to personplace associations over multiple unrelated outings, but with memory for previous
associations maintained over all outings.
Figure 6.3 displays a map of the world from one learning simulation, with the
child agent (colored circle), caretaker agent (black circle), and locations of Post
Office and Park (labeled squares). In this image, the agent and caretaker are at
the same location, though they need not be throughout the simulation. The solid
line traces the agents’ path from start position to the Post Office over the first
run, and from start position to the Park for a second run. The dotted line shows
the agents’ instantaneous relocation from Post Office to start position between
the first and second runs. In the figure, the agents are navigating toward the Post
Office during a third run.
Strengths of links between elements in the spreading activation network during
the third run are displayed as bars in Figure 6.4, where taller bars correspond to
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Figure 6.3. A map of the learning simulation in progress. The
child agent (colored circle) and caregiver agent (black circle) have
navigated toward the Post Office (PO) during run 1, toward the
Park (PK) during run 2, and are now navigating back toward the
Post Office for run 3. The solid line indicates agents’ paths during
runs; the dotted line indicates instantaneous relocation between
runs.
stronger links. Each group of bars along the x-axis represent the input strengths
from the five concepts in the system to a single concept. For instance, the fourth
bar in the third group represents the strength of the connection from the fourth
concept, post office, to the third concept, friend. In the figure, this bar is
low, indicating that the spreading activation link from post office to friend is
weak.
The bar graph in Figure 6.5 shows concept activations for the child agent
shown in Figure 6.3, which are affected by spreading activation link strengths
shown in Figure 6.4. Concept post office is highly activated because the child
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Figure 6.4. Strengths of links in the spreading activation network
are shown for each element in the network. Each bar within a
cluster represents the connection from that element to the element
represented by the total cluster.

agent is within one block of location Post Office. Concept mom is also active
relative to the other concepts, because a link between post office and mom has
been learned from previous runs (as seen in Figure 6.4). Therefore, post office
is spreading activation to mom through this strengthened connection.
By the end of the simulations, child agents associate mom with post office
and friend with park so strongly that when the locations come into view, enough
activation is spread to the associated concepts that agents enter the appropriate
modes—either Approach Mom or Approach Friend—before seeing the corresponding person.
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Figure 6.5. This graph shows activation levels on the five concepts in the learning simulation.

The high activation level on

post office indicates that the agent has perceived the Post Office. Slight activation on mom is a result of spreading activation
from post office to mom over a strengthened link in the spreading
activation network (see Figure 6.4).
6.3.5. Discussion. In the learning simulations, child agents learn to associate locations with people (and vice versa) based on repeated exposure to those elements being simultaneously salient. This is encoded by high connection strengths
between mom and post office or friend and park in the spreading activation
network, as shown in Figure 6.4. When these connections are sufficiently strengthened, which requires several exposures to the people-place pairings, agents display
behavior corresponding to specific people when their associated location comes
into view but before the people are perceived. For instance, after several runs, the
agent goes into Approach Mom mode when it perceives the Post Office but before
it perceives its mother.
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Child agents follow caregivers to each target location, and so it is possible
that children may associate caregivers with the four other components, since the
concept of caregiver is always activated. To account for this, the model assumes
habituation on concept caregiver; that is, child agents do not respond actively
to the presence of caregivers because they are continually present. Therefore,
caregivers do not become associated with other locations or people despite the
learning mechanism which is implemented generally.
In this simulation, connection strengths are adjusted bidirectionally; if more
activation is spread from concept 1 to concept 2, then more activation will be
spread from concept 2 to concept 1, as well. However, this need not be the case:
It is possible that some concept could strengthen its connection with a second
concept without having the second concept strengthen its connection with the
first. For instance, park could spread a lot of activation to friend if the agent
only goes to the park with the friend, but friend might not spread as much
activation to park if the friend is seen in other locations, like at school, as well.
This would be implemented by only strengthening the spreading activation links
in one direction, from park to friend.

CHAPTER 7

Conclusion
This paper describes the design and implementation of a hybrid systems model
for decision making and learning in autonomous agents, which applies theories
from Psychology, Neuroscience, and Philosophy to model realistic agent behaviors
in complex environments.
Hybrid systems combine discrete and continuous dynamics to model real-time
phenomena, such as agent action selection. In the model described by this paper,
discrete modes of a hybrid system represent behaviors; within modes, continuous
functions model cognitive elements like beliefs, desires, and intentions (based on
BDI theory [50]), ground concepts [1] and sequencing intentions. The continuous functions govern the evolution of activation levels which represent salience,
or how much “in mind” elements are to the agent. Activation enters the system
through perception and spreads among related elements in spreading activation
networks. When activations on cognitive elements meet certain constraints specified by guards within modes, the system transitions into new modes, performing
action selection.
In demonstrations of decision making, agents navigated grid world environments to fulfill goals, such as picking up children from school and mailing letters,
based on the state of their cognitive systems. Plans for longer-term sequences of
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actions were replanned dynamically when they were no longer viable or desirable
due to environmental changes.
Learning is encoded in this hybrid systems model by altering weights of links
between elements in spreading activation networks: Two concepts in the world
become associated when they are active at the same time, a biologically-supported
idea [32] that alters the continuous dynamics of the system and thus affects future
action selection. In demonstrations of this learning framework, agents learned associations between people and the places they were seen, such as mother and Post
Office, which caused agents to perform person-specific behaviors when perceiving
the associated location, without having to perceive the person.

7.1. Discussion
Hybrid systems have previously been applied to models of low-level navigation [2, 3, 23], in which continuous functions describe agents’ positions and discrete states represent navigation behaviors. The current model implements a
hybrid systems framework for high-level navigation based on ideas from [1, 2],
and extends these models to enable plan representation and associative learning.
This hybrid system is a powerful framework for modeling agent decision making because its action selection mechanisms are highly responsive to environmental changes. As discussed in Chapter 4, actions are performed when guards are
tripped in response to configurations of system state that are tied to environmental
perceptions, allowing for a decision making architecture that responds in real time
and without conventional explicit deliberation about symbolic representations.
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The evolution of activation levels is determined by continuous functions, which
allows for arbitrarily precise measurements. For instance, the length of a timestep
can be made arbitrarily small to measure the derivative of an element in minute
detail. Section 7.2, below, provides an example of the value of arbitrary precision
in agent models.
Decision making, and specifically action selection, is a basic problem for autonomous agents [56], for which BDI theory is a popular solution (e.g., [21, 37,
43, 47, 51, 55]). BDI is widely used in part because it has been rigorously formalized [17, 50], but also because components of the framework correspond to
language people intuitively use to describe actions [47]. This framework is typically implemented in deliberative systems, although in this paper it is extended
to the reactive architecture of hybrid systems by implementing beliefs, desires,
and intentions as nodes in spreading activation networks, with levels of activation representing elements’ salience. Novel additions to BDI extend functionality:
ground concepts provide mechanisms for agent perception and the association of
related ideas by spreading activation; sequencing intentions form representations
for long-term plans of action.
Reactive architectures have been criticized for lacking explicit mechanisms for
achieving long-term goals and for requiring designers to prespecify action selections in response to particular stimuli [40]. The work in this paper addresses the
first argument with the integration of hybrid systems and BDI plus extensions,
allowing for goal and plan representations within a dynamic, reactive framework.
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However, the second argument remains: Guards, which specify under what conditions certain actions should occur, are currently pre-programmed by designers.
One modification to address this would involve learning on the behavioral level
by altering conditions within guards, as described in section 5.3. By altering conditions within guards based on experience, responsibility for the decision of which
actions to perform in response to particular stimuli is moved from designer to
agent, increasing system adaptivity.
The dichotomy between deliberative and reactive agent architectures has parallels with the dichotomy between symbolic and dynamicist theories of mental
processing. In symbolic theories, such as Fodor’s theory of modularity [26], cognitive processes are represented by symbolic structures that are defined by syntactic
combinations of their semantic parts [27]; for instance, the sentence “John loves
Mary” is defined by the meanings of objects “John” and “Mary” and the relation
“loves.” According to symbolicists, the systematicity of mental representation—
the fact that being able to represent “John loves Mary” inherently implies being
able to represent “Mary loves John”—is evidence of such symbolic structures
on a cognitive level [27]. Contrastingly, dynamicist theories, such as Spivey’s
continuity of mind, suggest that human minds construe the world “via partially
overlapping fuzzy gray areas” extended over time [60, p. 3]. According to dynamic
systems theories, the mind is a complex system that results from interactions of
many aspects, including task requirements, past experiences, state configuration
immediately before beginning a task, and so on, over multiple levels and multiple
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timescales [63, 64]. The dynamicist view provides explanations for puzzling results in Cognitive Psychology, such as the A-not-B error described in Chapter 2.
The work described in this paper takes a dynamicist view in that agent behavior is
sub-symbolic, and complex behaviors, such as backtracking, emerge from simpler
behaviors like goal-oriented navigation.
In the current system, activations on elements represent how salient those
elements are to an agent. For instance, low but positive activation on desire
mail letter indicates that the desire to mail a letter is weakly felt by an agent.
This allows for the representation of attention: An agent can have a desire that
is not presently being “thought” about and is therefore not going to be acted
upon; however, when something in the world “reminds” the agent of that desire
by spreading activation to it, the salience of the element increases and may cause
the agent to act upon that desire. This interpretation of activations as salience
may lead to interesting dynamics such as forgetting. However, the system is at
present unable to represent strongly felt but mild ideas [1], such as a strongly
felt belief that a street is only mildly attractive, differently from mildly salient
but strong beliefs. This interpretation of activations, therefore, can be further
explored in future work.
This framework may be evaluated based on how well agents perform reasonable action selection and learning in the given domains. The proofs-of-concept
presented in Chapter 6 show agents implemented with this novel hybrid systems
framework successfully completing tasks by dynamically selecting goals and navigation actions, and successfully learning associations between people and the
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places they are found. Since order of tasks, paths to navigate between tasks, and
associations between aspects of the world were not prespecified, these high-level
behaviors arose from the interactions between environmental stimuli and low-level
conditions on guards. Together, the simulations show that dynamic, real-time,
emergent decision making and learning may successfully be modeled by hybrid
systems.

7.2. Future Work
This hybrid systems framework can be extended in a number of ways.
Simulated environments for demonstrations in this paper (see Chapter 6) were
complex but static: Agents did not interact with any other moving objects, such
as other agents, and aspects of the world did not change; for instance, all streets
remained accessible to agents at all times. Future experiments could better demonstrate real-time adaptivity of hybrid system models by having aspects of the world
change during agent action. For example, multiple agents could operate in the
same environment, creating obstacles and interactions that affect system dynamics
in interesting ways [1].
Relatedly, future simulations can emphasize the arbitrary precision available
from continuous models by demonstrating how small differences in activation levels can have large effects on agent behavior [1]. For instance, imagine an agent
that has decided to navigate toward school before mailing a letter. This decision may have been affected by recent perception of a photograph of the agent’s
child, which raised activations on concept child and thus spread activation to
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desire pick up child. If the agent had seen the photograph earlier, activations
on pick up child might have naturally degraded enough to make that desire less
salient than desire mail letter, in which case the agent would have decided to
mail the letter before navigating toward the school. Thus, the timing of perception affected agent behavior. With arbitrary precision available from hybrid
systems, this timing difference can be measured when it is arbitrarily small; without arbitrary precision, some level of detail—the precise moment after which the
photograph had to be perceived to cause the agent to navigate toward the school
first—may be lost.
Plan representation for non-deliberative agents is a major contribution of this
model: The current system is able to represent plans as sequences of activations
on cognitive elements, without the need for explicit propositional statements. As
of yet, however, the system does not form such plans. Plan formation can be
seen as a deliberative process of listing and weighing options, then selecting a
sequence of actions that will achieve goals. Several deliberative systems have
implemented this process using BDI to represent the necessary elements for planning [21, 28, 43, 55, 67]. To implement planning within the current framework,
one such planning system could be linked to the existing dynamic plan representations. A deliberative BDI planner would then generate plans, which would be
encoded as activations on cognitive elements, and the hybrid system would replan
dynamically as needed. Eventually, plan formation could be incorporated into
the hybrid systems framework without the need for explicit propositional representations of deliberative planners [1]. This progress may result from or aid in
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a deeper understanding of human planning capabilities from a dynamic systems
perspective.
In addition to planning, a different kind of learning might also be implementable in this hybrid systems framework. Behavioral learning involves changing
conditions within guards, instead of changing weights of spreading activation links
between concepts as in the current learning system. Altering conditions on guards,
which specify constraints on the system for transitions into modes, increases or decreases associations between actions. See Chapter 5 for an example of behavioral
learning for navigating agents.
Other autonomous agent applications that require real-time adaptivity and
arbitrarily fine gradations in system variables may also benefit from being implemented in hybrid systems frameworks similar to the one described here. For instance, emotional modeling may help make automated teaching tools such as intelligent tutoring systems more responsive to student emotional state. These models
can be designed in a hybrid systems framework, with elements of BDI, which model
student performance [37], as the continuous part of modes, and emotional states
as the discrete part. Input to the system, in the form of observable student behaviors such as getting answers right or wrong, could raise activation on the BDI elements, which could then be spread to related elements. When certain constraints
are met—for instance, activation on the belief answering questions correctly
is above a certain threshold—agents could transition into different modes, representing new emotional states, such as Proud.
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